January 5th 2017

The new law of Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) entered into force

The new PPP Law (i.e. Law no. 233/2016) entered into force on December 25, 2016 replacing the previous
legislation in the field of PPP dating back to 2010, which failed to trigger the implementation of any PPP
project.
The new PPP Law is applicable to projects regarding the construction, rehabilitation, extension of
assets designed to be used for supplying and/or operating a public service. The provisions of the
PPP Law shall be applicable if, according to the assessment study, all or the majority of incomes to be
obtained by the project company during the operation of the project are covered through payments made
by the private partner or by such other public entity in the benefit of the public partner. Should the
assessment study conclude that such condition is not met, the project shall be developed pursuant to the
provisions of the public acquisitions law or to the provisions of the concession law – as the case may be.
Relationship with other pieces of legislation
In contrast with the previous PPP legislation, the new law:
1. implements recommendations published by the European PPP Expertise Centre;
2. observes the Eurostat’s requirements in relation to the classification of PPP being “on” or “off” the
government’s balance sheet under ESA10 (i.e. European System of Accounts) rules published in
September 2014;
3. is a brief legal frame aimed at regulating only the main mechanisms under which a PPP could be
implemented, accommodating various PPP structures, without overregulation;
4. avoids legislative parallelism by clearly separating the scope of the PPP Law from the scope of the
recently enacted (i.e. May 2016) new concession and public acquisitions legislation.
The new PPP Law borrows certain definitions and legal concepts from such legislation (e.g. public partner,
contracting authority) as well as the entire awarding procedures established by such laws. Thus, the PPP
Law only contains a provision according to which the award of a PPP agreement shall follow the procedure
established for the award of either a public acquisition contract or a concession agreement depending on
the scope of the agreement and the manner in which a significant part of the operating risk is being allocated
between the partners.
Principles
The PPP mechanism established by the new law shall be governed by 5 main principles which shall be
further detailed in the methodological norms of the law to be published within 90 days as of the entry into
force of the law. Part of such principles are applicable also to concessions, however, in addition to these,
the PPP Law also establishes the following:
1. the allocation of risks among the partners in accordance with their actual possibility to manage and
control such risk (contrary to the principle from the concessions’ legislation according to which the
private entity shall develop and operate a project on its own risk);
2. the financing of the development phase of a project may be developed mainly (but not exclusively)
from private funds (contrary to the principle from the concessions’ legislation according to which
the financing of the development phase shall be made exclusively from private funds).
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Types of structure
Although the methodological norms of the law have not yet been published, the provisions of the PPP
Law are general and flexible enough to accommodate various types of PPP projects. The new law,
explicitly provides for the possibility of PPP projects to be implemented through:
1. a contractual PPP – based on a PPP agreement to be concluded between the public partner, the
private partner and the project company fully held by the private partner, or through
2. an institutionalised PPP – based on a PPP agreement to be concluded between the public partner
and the private partner which shall jointly incorporate a project company which shall become also
a party to the PPP agreement.
The PPP law also allows for another third public party to undertake (on behalf of the public party) payment
or guarantee obligations, provided that such obligation was mentioned in the assessment study and in the
tender book. In such cases, such third public entity is entitled to become a signatory party to the PPP
agreement (even if it did not participate to the tender procedure).
Preparation of the project and the PPP Agreement
The main document based on which a PPP project will be initiated and awarded is the assessment study
(in Romanian: studiu de fundamentare). Such assessment study shall be prepared by the public partner
based on a feasibility study. The assessment study must mandatorily highlight among others:
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the economic efficiency of the project;
the sustainability of the project in comparison with the alternatives;
the allocation of risks between the two partners for each alternative option;
the financing options for the project;
the classification of the project as being “on” or “off” the government’s balance sheet under ESA10
rules;
8. the duration of the PPP agreement.
Upon determining the duration of the PPP agreement the public partner shall take into consideration the
period required for the recovery of the investments, the need for a reasonable profit to be obtained and the
need for avoiding any artificial restriction of competition. Similar to the legislation regarding concessions of
public works, no maximum period is established. According to the PPP law, the public partner may grant
in favor of the project company concession rights and lease rights over publically held assets and
superficies rights and other rights of use over privately owned assets. Such provisions contain only a
general reference according to which such rights shall be granted “according to the law”. It is not yet clearly
established whether it would be possible for the public authorities to grant concession rights over publically
held assets for periods in excess of 49 years given that such limitation exists under other provisions of law
from which no explicit derogation has been established.
Given that there is no expertise in field of PPP projects, the law PPP law required for the PPP agreement
to contain at least certain mandatory provisions, among which:
1. the terms and conditions regarding the incorporation and functioning of the project company,;
2. the deadlines for finalization of the works;
3. the rights to be granted to the project company or to the private partner over the assets of the
public partner;
4. the duration of the contract;
5. the financing model;
6. the allocation of the risks;
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7. the calculation method and payments to which the private partner is entitled;
8. the performance requirements for the project as well as the method of evaluating the fulfilment of
such performance requirements;
9. the securities to be granted; and
10. the termination, including the early termination and the method by which and the cases in which
the private partner may be replaced by other investors.
In terms of replacing the private partner with other investors, the law is compliant with the European
legislation regarding the concession of services and public acquisition by establishing similar provisions in
this respect. As an additional possibility, the PPP law permits for the contracting authority to enter into
direct agreements with the financers of the projects (in case such possibility was explicitly permitted by the
tender book) and based on such agreements to consult with the financers of the project in relation to the
award of the contract to a new investor.
Financing
During the construction phase of the project the public partner can contribute to the financing of the project
only by use of non-refundable European Funds (or other external non-refundable funds) and of the afferent
national contribution. Such restriction is aimed at avoiding for public entities to cause excessive deficit by
classification of the PPP as being “on” the government’s balance sheet. The contribution of the public
partner to the project shall be made by observing the conditions and regulations regarding: state aid, use
of public funds, limitation of the public deficit and public debts.
Save for the financing possibility mentioned above, the public partner can make payments to the private
partner or to the project company exclusively during the operation and maintenance phase of the project,
based on the provisions of the PPP agreement.
The private partner and the project company can grant securities over the revenues to which they are
entitled (including over the availability payments), and over the shares of the project company, however,
only in favour of the project’s financers and only during the duration of the PPP agreement.
Termination
Among other cases of modification and/or termination which are similar to the public acquisitions and
concession legislation, the PPP agreement can be unilaterally modified or even terminated by the public
partner due to exceptional reasons of public interest, however, only in case the following conditions are
observed:
1. such possibility was clearly included in the tender book, including a description of such exceptional
reasons;
2. the modification does not alter the general nature, the private partner and the project company
shall be notified in advance.
The private partner is entitled to compensations according to the general principles of law and according
to the provisions to be included in the PPP agreement. Such agreement must also contain a mechanism
of adjusting the payments towards the private partner and the project company in case such unilateral
modification of the contract is favourable to them.
Upon the termination of the contract, the public assets used during the contract as well as all assets
representing the scope of such agreement shall be handed over to the public entity free of charge and free
of any securities and other encumbrances.
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Should you require any further information, please feel free to contact us:
Nicolae Ursu
Managing Associate
nicolae.ursu@bpv-grigorescu.com
bpv GRIGORESCU ŞTEFĂNICĂ
33 Dionisie Lupu Street
RO - 020021 Bucharest
Tel. +40 21 264 16 50
Fax +40 21 264 16 60
Web www.bpv-grigorescu.com

Disclaimer
This is an information service provided by bpv GRIGORESCU ŞTEFĂNICĂ.
This material is for information purposes only and does not constitute legal advice. We recommend that you seek legal
advice before taking or implementing any decision on the basis of the information contained in this material. We
welcome your feedback and suggestions for improving this publication at any of the contact details listed above.
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